This paper focuses on the process of generating a sequence of sector configurations composed of two airspace component types Sharable Airspace Modules (SAMs) and Sectors Building Blocks (SBBs). An algorithm has been developed that manages the main features of the dynamic sectors configuration (including sector design criteria). In order to make it run efficiently a pre-processing step will be presented to create a graph modelling of the inputs. Based on this initial graph, a mathematical model is defined which can be summarized by a multi-periods geometric graph partitioning problem. State, space, objective function and constraints will be also presented. Due to the induced complexity, a stochastic optimization algorithm based on artificial evolution is then proposed. A two layer chromosome is used for such a genetic algorithm for which recombination operators are proposed. Evaluation of the algorithm will be presented with a comparison to existing tools and operational approach.
Introduction
This paper presents an ongoing research work performed in the scope of SESAR program to assess the concept of Dynamic Airspace Configuration (DAC) in highly complex free routing areas [1] .
The first section of the paper presents an overview of past work related to dynamic sectorisation and dynamic airspace configurations. It helps to distinguish new elements of the approach proposed in this paper.
In order to set-up the operational context and identify the operational objectives and constraints, the second section provides a high level description of the DAC concept in the framework of SESAR program.
The technical solution presented in the third and fourth sections consists in a graph modelling of the inputs and a mathematical model which can be summarized by a multi-periods geometric graph partitioning problem. Due to the induced complexity, a stochastic optimization algorithm based on artificial evolution is then proposed.
The resulting airspace configurations are assessed in section V, by comparing the solution to currently used tools and operational methods. Section VI concludes the paper and gives some perspectives of future work within SESAR program and its potential applications.
Previous Related Works
A number of researchers, mainly from Europe and USA have achieved certain results in the development of the solution of the DAC problem [2] . Currently, airspace is partitioned into functional blocks or pre-defined sectors that may be combined into bigger sectors when the traffic is low. Existing support tools enable the computation for the flow management planning phase of the sector opening scheme, which minimize sector overloads based on pre-defined sector configurations. The ICO tool developed at EUROCONTOL is one of them; cf. [3] and [4] . More in a research perspective, a methodology for dynamic sectorisation for highly complex Area has been developed [5] . In preparatory work of SESAR program, "Dynamically Shaped Sectors" early project proposed a heuristic for automated sector design which combines best practice of sectors design and clustering techniques [6] .
In some of the existing works the DAC problem was solved using approaches that are based on the initial division of the airspace into small 2D or 3D areas [7] [8] [9] , such as elementary sectors for example. Other researches are concentrated on redesigning the airspace boundaries. Stochastic local search, Mathematical programming [7, 10] , Computational geometry [4] , Evolutionary algorithms [9, [11] [12] [13] , 978-1-4799-8940-9/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE 1F2-1
Global optimization and several other techniques have been used in prior research on airspace optimization. Several different complexity metrics have been developed [14, 15] , and applied [16] in those works in order to evaluate resulting sector configurations.
In [9] , the DAC problem is solved by using an improved genetic algorithm (iGA). On the first step of the algorithm a graph model is constructed that represents the airspace static structure. Then, the algorithm solves a graph-partitioning problem. It aims to balance the sector workload under the constraint of ensuring safety. The iGA includes multiple populations and hybrid coding. The algorithm aims to find balanced airspace configurations with an optimal number of sectors. New criteria were included in the algorithm: sector balancing, coordination workload and sector average flight time. The algorithm includes two steps. In the first step, the number of sectors is determined and airspace partition is accomplished. In the second step, sector boundary optimization is implemented. Both of the two steps are done using a hybrid encoding multi objective GA on the basis of the weighted graph model. The method has been proven and is being applied to the airspace of North China.
Authors of [10] have proposed to use relevant air traffic complexity metrics instead of flight counts and sector capacities. In this work possible combinations of elementary sectors are explored, instead of the small subset of pre-defined configurations currently being used, so as to offer the maximum capacity to the incoming traffic. Artificial neural networks are used to predict the sector status from the relevant complexity metrics. In this work the trained network [17] and the most relevant metrics are used to predict when the controlled sector will be normally loaded, overloaded, or under-loaded, and when an airspace configuration should be recombined. The decision to reconfigure sectors is driven by the prediction made by the neural network. A classical tree search algorithm is used to build all the valid sector configurations from an initial set of elementary sectors. The tree search algorithm explores all possible airspace configurations, among which only one is chosen using defined evaluation criterion. The computed configurations were compared to the actual configurations archived by ATC centers.
The next two methods are more freeform and have not used any elements of the current functional airspace block design.
In [18] authors have described a method for partitioning airspace into smaller regions based on a peak traffic-counts metric. The method was used for partitioning the airspace over the United States into 466 sectors, once for each hour of the 24-hour day. The algorithm consists of two phases. In the setup phase, a weighted graph is created based on traffic flow patterns. Topological structure of the airspace (pathways of a flow pattern) can be described as a graph. Nodes of the graph are represented as an averaged position coordinates of flights that enter or leave a given sector through a boundary and links between them represent the flow. The flow is computed as a number of aircraft along a link of the graph, and is assigned as its weight. The weight of the node is computed as a number of aircraft located in the area close to it. The final phase consists of three steps that are repeated in a cycle. During the first step one spectral bisection method splits a given graph into two sub-graphs such that the node-link connectivity is preserved in each sub-graph. On the next step, graphs weight peaks are computed. The sub-graph with the highest weight is selected for further partitioning. The process is repeated until the termination criterion is met.
Authors of [19] have proposed an airspace modeling technique based on the air route structure and a spectral clustering based dynamic airspace configuration algorithm to partition the graph model of the airspace into subgraphs. The performance of the algorithm was validated with real air traffic data. In this method, first, a weighted graph model using the airspace information and air traffic data is built. Then, a novel airspace sectorisation algorithm is applied. The algorithm is based on a graph search algorithm. Each designed sector contains one subgraph, and has a smooth polygonal boundary. Sector boundaries created by this algorithm should satisfy the minimum distance constraint, which means that the main flow paths and intersections should be at a minimum distance away from the sector boundaries. The authors have as well proposed various evaluation metrics of resulting sectorisation. The simulation results have shown that the new sectorisation computed by this algorithm outperforms the currently used sectorisation.
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Most of the previously developed approaches do not take into account the stability of the generated configurations over time and some important airspace design aspects. As a matter of fact, one must be able to generate airspace configurations that have minimum changes from one time period to another with reduced airspace complexity, and more balanced workload among airspace sectors.
DAC Operational Concept in SESAR
In comparison with a sectorisation based on a fixed route network, the SESAR program introduces the User Preferred Routing/free routing concept to enable the airspace users to freely plan and fly the 4-D trajectory that best copes with their business or mission needs. Contrary to a fixed-route network a FRA environment will produce a much larger number of different trajectories for which the dynamic nature and flexibility of the DAC process will cater most efficiently.
Increasing

Adaptability of Sectors Configurations
The DAC concept in SESAR proposes increasing levels of adaptability of the sectors configuration to match with the capability of each Air Traffic Control Center regarding types of free routes implementation, ATC licensing, and airspace delegation agreements.
Four levels of configurations adaptability have been identified: DAC Level-1 (see Figure 1) is the lowest level of airspace adaptability, which provides an improvement to the current operational process at minimum cost. Instead of using predefined sectors configuration, Level-1 uses dynamically computed configurations by combining existing elementary sectors provided by an automated optimization process. In level-1 any sector combination which forms controllable airspace blocks is eligible and may be used during the day of operation. DAC level-2 (see Figure 2 ) increases the adaptability of the airspace to the traffic pattern by delineating from the nominal sectors, a limited number of airspace components that can be recombined laterally and/or vertically within an automated and optimized sector configuration process to form controllable airspace blocks. Two airspace structures are specified in level-2: the Sector Building Blocks (SBB), are permanently busy areas with a high traffic load delineated by recurring traffic patterns, while Sharable Airspace Modules (SAM) are less busy with a temporary high traffic load that can be used in the sector configuration computation process to equally balance the traffic load among the sectors. SBBs in level-2 can be sufficiently large to be workable and controlled separately. SAMs cannot be used separately in a configuration. The number of the elementary sectors resulting from the combination of the airspace components is known and limited. However, the number of possible configurations will be of a greater number than in level-1, which allows a better adaptation to changes of the traffic pattern.
Figure 2. DAC level-2 SBBs and SAMs
Components (Lateral View) DAC level-3 (see Figure 3 ) combines a larger number of SBBs and SAMs. The SBBs are defined by a less structured traffic pattern which makes them
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smaller and their workability as a separate entity not ensured. However, the SBB component is preserved as a reference for controllers training and licensing purposes. 
DAC Processes Overview
Each DAC level is associated with an airspace design approach which produces the airspace components that will be used in the airspace configuration process. Elementary sectors, SBBs and SAMs are the result of a sector design process dedicated to level 1, 2 and 3, while DAC level 4 is itself a sector design process performed dynamically.
Airspace design for level-1 is similar to the current process which produces elementary sectors; however supporting automated tools are proposed at the aim of increasing the efficiency of sector design process [20] . Sector design for level-2 and 3 which delineates SBBs and SAMs is a subject of future research.
Because of the huge number of possible sectors configurations enabled by more modularity of the sector design phase, the definition of sector configurations and opening schemes will require the use of automated support tools.
Given the organizational framework of the concerned airspace, the challenge is to organize, plan and manage airspace configurations to meet User Preferred Routing, in a Free Route environment with enough flexibility to respond to changes in traffic demand, to unexpected events including weather, and to any update in airspace reservation within the Advanced Flexible Use of Airspace concept (AFUA) in the optimum way, while maintaining the safety targets.
The Optimum Configuration process will be able to build Configurations of sectors based on the grouping/de-grouping of elementary sectors and reallocation of Sharable Airspace Modules. The process will at least provide either a configuration with the minimum number of ATC working positions without imbalance or, a configuration with the minimum of imbalance considering the number of ATC working positions available.
It is obvious that workload assessment is a key requirement for generating workable sector configurations and more so in a Free Route User preferred trajectory environment where there might be very little historical data available and due to its very nature no possibility of managing trajectories by using published routings.
The workload assessment in FRA must be achieved through evolution/development of tools. These tools must support load assessment in generic airspace defined and managed through SBBs and SAMs. Workload assessment in a free route environment is only possible based on a trajectory that is well described and shared by the NOP. Figure 5 provides an overview of the sector design and sector configuration processes described above within the overall context of airspace organization and management in SESAR. 
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DAC Models and Algorithms
Airspace modelling
The first stage in the optimization process consists of modeling the real problem using a mathematical abstraction which should be as faithful as possible. The modeling stage then consists of characterizing the state space and the objective space.
The state space represents the set of parameters of the system upon which we may act in order to optimize one (or more) objective(s). Examination of the properties of the state space then assists us in the choice of a suitable optimization method. In most industrial optimization problems, variables of the state space must remain within a sub-domain defined by a set of constraints. One very important point that is characterizing the state space is its dimension. Generally, the higher the dimension n of the state space Χ is, the harder it is to find the optimum.
The objective space represents the set of criteria which we wish to optimize. Within the context of industrial optimization problems, we seek to determine global optima and to avoid being trapped on local optima.
First, we need to model the airspace. Let's consider a given airspace which consists of a known set of 3D airspace blocks ( Figure 6 ).
Figure 6. Initial Airspace Blocks (2D Projection). the Green Blocks Are Sbbs and the Pink Ones are SAMs
The airspace area is split into several altitude layers. The shape of those blocks can vary depending on the altitude level. A set of aircraft trajectories that are crossing this area is known as well. For the purpose of DAC, traffic data is taken just for one day. There are two type of blocks used in our model: sharable (SAMs) and non-sharable (SBBs). Each controlled sector is built of at least one SBB. Building of the controlled sector starts from choosing a central block, which can be chosen only among non-sharable blocks. Even if the number of controlled sectors is different in two successive configurations, centers of controlled sectors will be chosen among the same group of non-sharable blocks. This partly ensures continuity between successive airspace configurations.
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State Space Modelling
Our model is based on a weighted graph model of the airspace (Figure 7 , where Green nodes represent non-sharable blocks (SBBs)). Let a graph G = (N, L) represent the airspace, where N is the set of nodes and L is the set of links.
Figure 7. Initial Graph
In this graph each node represents a sharable or non-sharable block and each link represents the relation is neighbor with between two blocks, it means that when two blocks share a common vertical or horizontal border (Figure 7 ), a link is built between them. Weight of the node represents a workload and weight of the link represents the flow between two sectors.
As for the evaluation metric, several of them have been included in the model. In order to estimate the complexity of the traffic in each block a convergence metric [15] is used and for the evaluation of the traffic load -an occupancy count. Occupancy count is computed as a number of aircraft inside the block at each minute. Link's weight of the graph is computed as a number of aircraft crossing the border between two airspace blocks connected by this link. The workload of airspace blocks is computed for each chosen time period, as well as transfer traffic between each pair of neighboring blocks (Figure 8 ). In order to be able to compute the total number of overloads in configuration, for each minute of chosen day we are computing the number of aircraft in each block.
Figure 8. Graph Time Extension
In order to be able to compute re-entry events inside created controlled sectors, we register the list of airspace blocks crossed by each trajectory with the associated time horizon (Figure 9 ). 
A Graph Partitioning Problem
Based on the airspace model described above, the DAC problem consists in finding an optimal partitioning of the graph into several sub-graphs for each time period. The regular graph partition problem is defined on data represented in the form of a graph G = (N, L) , where N is the set of nodes and L the set of links, such that it is possible to partition G into smaller components with specific properties. Having a connectivity constraint on elementary sectors belonging to the same sector, such graph partitioning is a geometric graph partitioning. In this case, nodes belonging to the same component have to be
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connected. The Figure 10 gives an example of partition of a graph into three connected components. As it can be seen on the figure, for each pair of nodes belonging to the same component, there is a path connected them for which all the elements of such path (links and nodes) belong to this component. If we note N k the set of nodes belonging to the component k, the connectivity constraint can be modelled by:
pair of node (i, j) N k a path P = {l 1 , l 2 ,…l d } connecting node i and node j for which each link l i has its origin and destination nodes in N k . Based on the state space definition, we must model the associated objective function.
Objective Function
The objective function as well as the constraints included in our model is designed according to requirements developed in co-operation with operational experts from EUROCONTROL. Five criteria have been included in our objective function for evaluation of a solution. The first criterion measures the level of the workload imbalance among all controlled sectors in configuration for each time period t i (i = 1..N) . The workload of the controlled sector is computed as the sum of workload of airspace blocks that it is composed of. The workload imbalance of all components (controlled sectors) for the time period t i is then computed with the following formula:
where K i is the number of components in the configuration for period t i , Wc ik is a total weight of all nodes (blocks workload) included in the component k (a workload of the sector) for period i, C is the sector capacity (a value of the workload that we are trying to obtain for each controlled sector).
Then, the total imbalance associated to the whole planning is given by:
where T is a number of periods.
The second criterion measures the total number of overloads in each controlled sector of the configuration. For each one minute of the period we are computing the number of aircraft in the controlled sector, and if this number exceeds a given value during several minutes consequently, we register an overload. Then we summarize the number of overloads of all controlled sectors for each time period:
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where v i is the total number of overloads for period t i and vcs i is the number of overloads in one controlled sector.
Then, the total number of overloads associated to the whole planning is given by:
The third criterion measures the transfer traffic between neighboring components. When two neighboring blocks belong to different controlled sectors, the traffic flow between them is cut by the sector border, this increases the coordination workload. The total flow cut for the time period t i is given by:
where -the flow cut between nodes i and j, in both directions, for the time period t.
The total flow cut for a given planning is then computed with the following formula:
The fourth criterion counts the number of reentry events. Using the list of nodes (crossed airspace blocks) for each trajectory and the set of nodes of each component, it is possible to compute the number of re-entry events for each time period, which will be noted N r .
The last criterion measures the number of short transits inside each sector (N s ). It is relatively easy to compute efficiently the number of aircraft that are staying too short time inside one sector using trajectories that are represented by its associated list of blocks with entering and exit times.
All those criteria are then aggregated into a single objective function:
Application of Eas to the Sector Design Problem
Evaluation Algorithms
Typically, graph partitioning problem falls under the category of NP-hard problem and stochastic optimization is a good candidate to address it. For this type of problem there could not be only one solution, there may be several optimal (or near optimal) solutions and we should be able to find most of them, as long as they have to be later evaluated and refined by airspace experts. This last point makes us reject classical simulated re-annealing optimization which updates only one state variable. On the other hand, Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) maintain and improve a population of numerous state variables according to their fitness and will be able to find several solutions. Thus, EAs appear to be relevant to solve the sector design problem.
Coding the Chromosome
In the previous section we have proposed a way of modeling the airspace configuration as a set of connected components for each time period. The coding used for this problem consists in representing connected components by sub-sets of nodes.
EAs use techniques inspired by evolutionary biology such as inheritance, mutation, natural selection, and recombination (or crossover) to find an approximate solution of the optimization problem.
An individual (a solution of the problem), is represented by a list of parameters, called chromosome. The chromosome used in our algorithm is presented in Figure 11 . 
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The chromosome consists of two parts. First part includes a table with permutation of root nodes (their indexes) and a table that contains temporal segments. For each time period this second table will contain the list of root nodes, chosen from nodes that represent non-sharable blocks, and that are used in construction of the controlled sectors. Root nodes are used as starting nodes for graph partitioning (see Figure 12 ). Second part contains connected components, coded as lists of nodes belonging to same component. The method ensures that nodes of the same sub-set are connected by at least one path.
Figure 12. Example of the Coding Graph Partitioning for One Time Period
For each time period several nodes are selected from the list of non-sharable nodes as shown in Figure 11 . Those nodes will be considered as root nodes. The minimum number of root nodes that can be selected equals to 1 and the maximum equals to the number of all non-sharable blocks i.e., to the number of maximum controlled sectors in the configuration. Here, nodes 1, 4, 8 and 9 are nonsharable nodes and potential centers of controlled sectors. Three time periods are considered and three temporal time segments are generated first randomly. At the time period 1 there is one sub-set created with root node 8, at the second period -3, with root nodes 8, 9 and 1, and etc. (see Figure 11 ).
The initial permutation of root nodes ensures a random mapping between temporal segments and root nodes (this avoids the same root node to be associated with the first temporal segment). The way of coding chromosomes with temporal segments ensures the stability in time of controlled sectors shapes. As a matter of fact, for successive time periods, similar list of root nodes will be used as a sector centers, ensuring those volume of airspace being controlled by the same controller.
Chromosome Initialization
In order to create an initial population of solutions, we should be able to generate chromosomes randomly. First, the root node order is selected by the mean of the initial permutation. Then, temporal segments are randomly built. For each time period several root nodes are chosen from the permutation table. The number of chosen root nodes per time period is first generated randomly and is equal to the number of controlled sectors in the configuration. The first root node in the permutation table participates in the partitioning process for each time period. Finally, based on those chosen root nodes a greedy heuristic is used to build the initial partitioning which is summarized in Figure 13 .
Figure 13. Greedy Heuristic Is Used to Create Initial Partitions
In this example, there are two root nodes, marked with labels A and B (step 1). On a first step, all nodes connected with one of the root nodes are marked respectively, with the label A or B (step 2 and 3). Then, the algorithm makes several iterations, running each time through the permutation list of all 1F2-9 other nodes, until every node receives its label. At each iteration, the algorithm checks all neighbors of a non-labeled node and if at least one of its neighbors is labeled, the node receives the same label (step 4). If several neighbors of the node have different labels, then the label that represents the lightest component (with the smallest workload) is chosen. If the node does not receive a label, it is left without it for the next iteration.
Recombination Operators
After creating the first population, each solution is evaluated, and a value of fitness is returned by a fitness function. This initial population undergoes a selection process that identifies best solutions. Then, three following recombination operators are applied to individuals: nothing, crossover, or mutation. The associated probability of application are respectively (1-p c -p m )), p c and p m .
Crossover between two parent solutions results into two new child chromosomes, which are added to the next population. During the application of crossover operator, chromosomes of parents are mixed or exchange between each other. The purpose of mutation in EAs is to allow the algorithm to avoid local minimum by preventing the population of chromosomes from becoming too similar to each other, which could cause slowing or even stopping evolution. These processes ultimately result in the next population of chromosomes POP(k+1) that is different from the initial generation. This generational process is repeated in cycle N G times, where N G is a required number of generations.
Several recombination operators have been developed in our algorithm.
First type of operators has been designed to modify the first part of the chromosome. In order to change initial root nodes, a mutation operator has been developed. It consists in changing the order of root nodes by randomly exchanging two nodes in the permutation table. The mutation operator for temporal segments changes the number of segments by adding or removing one segment i.e. adding or removing one controlled sector into configuration. One slicing crossover operator has been developed for temporal segments as well. Two parents with time intervals are used to create two children by randomly selecting one gene position and by exchanging all genes from such position.
The second type of operators for the second part of the chromosome consists of two mutation operators. Before applying any mutation operator a time period is selected either randomly, either according to the associated graph partitioning performances, meaning that configuration with a worst objective function will have more chances to be selected. Then one of the graph partitioning mutation operators is applied.
First operator modifies permutation table of all nodes (sharable and non-sharable). In order to change a resulting graph partitioning without changing root nodes order we are simply changing the order of all other nodes. This ensures that the graph partitioning process will not start from the same nodes, and so resulting components will probably consist of different nodes.
Then, the second operator begins by selecting the "worst" component. After that, it starts to search the suitable neighbouring component. In case if the chosen component is not loaded enough, then it searches for the neighbour with the highest workload (the same for the flow cut). On the other hand, if the chosen component is overloaded, then it searches for the neighbour with the lowest workload. This step is carried out statistically (introducing a bias into a random selection). Then we obtain one link which connects these two components. One of the nodes belonging to this link is then moved from one component to the other one (depending if the component is overloaded or not), while verifying that the component which is losing a node remains connected.
Having described our algorithm, the next section presents several examples of results.
Simulation and Results
This section presents the results of dynamic sector configurations algorithm applied to Maastricht UAC (Amsterdam UTA and Northern part of Hannover UIR) in a Free Routes Environment. The baseline scenario to which the algorithm will be compared characterizes current operational methods and tools. It uses a limited number of predefined sector configurations, based on known traffic patterns and current organizational framework, including ATC licensing constraints. The tool used which is used the optimum sectors configuration sequence over a traffic day (the opening scheme) is ICO, Improved Configuration Optimizer. The ICO algorithm is implemented within NEST simulator (cf. [3] and [4]), the Network Strategic Tool developed by EUROCONTROL.
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Scenarios Description
Two solution scenarios have been tested. The first is a DAC level-1 case, which uses 6 initial elementary sectors as components inputs to the algorithm, cf. Figure 16 . The sectors traffic load is monitored through occupancy count metric. It is assumed that the capacity used for all the sectors for the baseline as well as solution scenarios is a constant value. It corresponds to a maximum number of flights per minute within one sector at any given time over a sustained period of time (e.g.: maximum of 8 flights per minute over a sustained period of 12 minutes). It is also assumed that the backbone (the number of available controllers) is a constant value of 8 controllers all over the day. Capacity and backbone values are used for technical testing purpose and do not reflect real operational values.
Some Quantitative Results
The algorithm has been executed for both solutions scenario and ICO for the baseline scenario. Figure 19 displays the Opening Schemes computed for each scenario and arranged in time tables.
Figure 19. Opening Scheme for Baseline and Solution Scenarios
The values in Y-axis represent the configuration names, where the first digit informs about the number of sectors used in the configuration. It shows that the algorithm builds configurations composed of a number of sectors which increases and decreases with the traffic profile of the day. The maximum number of sectors in a configuration is 4, which is in line with the limit imposed by the number of available controllers (8) .
The same is valid for the ICO algorithm in the baseline scenario. It also shows that the number of configurations and configuration changes increases significantly for DAC level-2 scenario. For example, it proposes 5 different configurations composed of 4 sectors and 3 different configurations of 3 sectors and 19 configuration changes over the day.
The performance of the opening schemes proposed for the baseline and solutions scenarios are displayed in the next three figures. Figure 20 provides global results regarding the overload and the number of controllers hours generated by the opening scheme of each scenario. Figure 20 shows that the proposed algorithm used with DAC level-2 scenario outperforms the baseline with regards to overload and number of controllers working hours. DAC level-2 decreases significantly the overload by 15% compared to the baseline. While DAC level-1 scenario provides better results regarding the number of controllers hours. Nevertheless, the operational acceptance of the proposed configurations is not ensured. Further analysis of each new configuration and also the changes in the configuration sequence must be properly analyzed. An initial expert judgment is provided in the next section. Figure 21 shows a significant improvement of the quality of the configurations provided by the solution scenarios in terms of workload balancing compared to the baseline. The mean difference of the sector load within a configuration of the solution scenario is about 20% while it reaches 33% in the baseline configurations. These results demonstrate that the proposed configurations, which freely combines elementary sectors (DAC level-1) and 6 SBBs and 6 SAMs produce sector configurations with more balanced sectors load. Figure 22 presents the average number of reentering flights and short-crossing flights per configuration for the baseline and solutions scenarios. It clearly shows that the algorithm optimizes both criteria. Similarly to overload criteria, DAC level-2 is the scenario which also best optimizes the re-entries and short-crossing criteria due to the increased number of airspace component combinations which allows the algorithm to find a greater number of solutions fitting the traffic structure.
Initial Analysis of the New Configurations
The results presented previously are promising; they demonstrate that the algorithm performs in adequacy with the specified operational objectives and constraints. Nevertheless, further operational evaluation is required to assess the workability of the proposed configurations and their sequence (opening scheme). In the scope of this paper, an initial judgmental assessment is provided for three new configurations proposed in scenario DAC level-2. 
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of the lower level to form an extended lower sector displayed in light-green. This configuration is not operationally used because the current system visualization imposes limit to the size of the sector to be controlled. The maximum length of a leg in a combined sector should be 250NM. This technical constraint is not taken into account by the algorithm.
Figure 23. DAC Level-2 Conf 4AXE
Figure 24 presents one often used configuration, "4AXC", in DAC-level 2 scenario. The lower sector displayed in light-blue color, is composed of two grouped sectors (SBBs) currently requiring two different ATC licenses, which explains why it is not used in today's configurations. However, by considering a unique license for all the sectors, the algorithm proves that it can offer better performance regarding sector load balancing and overload. In addition, different combinations of SAMs due can be added to this combination of SBBs, which leads to new sectors configurations, with a slight modification, as is presented in configuration '4AXB' displayed in Figure 25 . The difference between configurations 4AXC and 4AXB is one SAM component that is allocated to the upper sector displayed in pink color in figure 25.
Configurations 4AXC and 4AXB are used consecutively in the opening scheme proposed by the algorithm to better balance the workload, and there is no operational opposition foreseen to the use of either 4AXC or 4AXB configuration or sequence, provided that a unique ATC licensing is applied to their components. 
Conclusion and Next Steps
The modelling approach and algorithm solution presented in this paper have been tested and compared to existing technical and operational solution. The provided results demonstrate that the new solution fits with the requirements of the DAC concept and outperforms the baseline solution regarding the minimization of the overload, sector load balancing, as well as re-entering and shortcrossing flights, at least for DAC level-1 and level-2 cases. Initial tests have been performed for scenarios DAC level-3. The provided results show that the algorithm is not adapted to that case scenario, since an increasing number of SBBs and SAMs, requires geometrical constraints to control the shape of the sectors, in terms of convexity, balconies, etc. Further investigations will be achieved in order to define a solution for DAC level-3 sectors configuration.
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